SINFONIMA®

SINFONIMA ®
For hobby musicians, instrument owners and collectors.
Are you a passionate musician or collector?
Then you know to treasure your instrument and handle it with care. Imagine
everything that might happen during transportation, at rehearsal, on a trip or
even at home.
We want your instrument to bring you joy for a long time.

Your instrument always plays first fiddle
Whether you play or store your instrument at home, bring it
with you when you travel, leave it in the hotel or leave it in
storage, you can never be certain that you will be able to hold
it in your hands unscathed the next day.
SINFONIMA our range of classical music brands provides insurance cover at a fair price.

Our services
SINFONIMA
Musical instrument insurance
SINFONIMA
Liability insurance
Mannheimer
Event organizer insurance

SINFONIMA®
Musical instrument insurance
SINFONIMA musical instrument insurance provides optimal
cover for almost any risk. No matter whether your instrument
is being transported, played, carried with you or stored,
SINFONIMA provides cover for damage, destruction or loss
caused by almost any risk, including:
theft, robbery,
fire, lightning or
natural occurrences.

Other benefits
Insurance at replacement or actual cash value. With no
additional contributions.
You can lend your instrument to third parties without
having to notify us. Your insurance cover is unaffected.
Instruments stored securely in universities, academies of
music or orchestras are still covered.
The cover is valid round the clock and even in your vehicle
during the night time under certain circumstances.
The cover includes damage caused by unforeseeable
weather.
We insure electronic accessories such as amplifiers,
speakers and microphones without limiting the insured
amount.
The following costs are also covered:
the costs of a temporary replacement instrument while
your damaged instrument is being repaired.
the costs of reproducing certificates of authenticity and
certificates of value after a break-in if they are stolen or
damaged by vandalism or fire.

SINFONIMA ®
For hobby musicians, instrument owners and collectors.

SINFONIMA® liability insurance

Experience counts

We recommend SINFONIMA liability insurance for bands and
marching bands. It covers you when you work as a musician
within Europe – and even globally when you participate in
events abroad.

Mannheimer Versicherung AG developed insurance for
musical instruments at the turn of the century.

It covers damage:

Today, trading under the name SINFONIMA, we provide
special insurance cover for hobby and professional musicians,
orchestras, ensembles, music schools and academies of
music.

caused by infringements of duties of care;
caused by band members or
caused by defective equipment

Event organizer insurance from
Mannheimer Versicherung AG
Mannheimer Versicherung AG event organizer insurance
covers, for example, fire damage caused by a defective
lighting system or damage you cause while building or
dismantling the stage.

With SINFONIMA the Mannheimer Versicherung AG became
one of the leading instrument insurers in Europe.

Around 150 orchestras and over 200 schools of music rely on
SINFONIMA. We have insured instruments worth several
hundred thousand euros in total.
We have the experience. Trust us.
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Mannheimer Versicherung AG

Augustaanlage 66, 68165 Mannheim
Telefon 06 21. 4 57 80 00
Telefax 06 21. 4 57 80 08
www.sinfonima.de
A member of the Continentale Versicherungsverbundes auf Gegenseitigkeit.

